with which I work, the Hadza of Tanzania, provide a pertinent example. Children’s productivity among the Hadza is well documented (Bleek 1931; Blurton-Jones, Hawkes, and O’Connell 1989; Crittenden et al. 2013; Marlowe 2010), and it is likely that their foraging prowess is linked to the availability of resources in and the ecological characteristics of the Lake Eyasi basin. Children can be productive foragers in areas that have variable terrain (thereby diminishing chances of getting lost) with resources located relatively close to camp. This may be why Hadza children exhibit far greater productivity when compared to !Kung children, whose economic contributions were largely limited to processing mongongo nuts collected by adults (Blurton-Jones, Hawkes, and Draper 1994; Blurton-Jones, Hawkes, and O’Connell 1997). In addition to potentially influencing the viability of child foraging, ecology may play an important role in resource choice. Differences in productivity might be linked to the size and strength of child foragers (Blurton-Jones and Marlowe 2002), allowing them to reach adult efficiency more quickly in targeting certain foods over others (Bliege Bird and Bird 2002). Furthermore, wide variation in returns suggests that while some children exhibit hyperproductivity that may parallel adult collection rates, others have collection returns that fall below the threshold for meeting daily caloric needs (Crittenden et al. 2013). At present, it is unclear why such differences in productivity exist. While Lancy’s emphasis on the adaptive value of children as a reserve labor force is tantalizing and compelling, we must keep ecological variation in mind. Additionally, we must exercise a certain degree of caution when extending the argument to life history.

Lancy’s foundational argument is that humans might be capable of an “alternative life history course” (i.e., an “accelerated strategy with a shortened period of dependency”), yet the species-wide pattern of human growth and development is one of delayed dependency (Bogin 1997; Leigh 2001). While I agree that biological and cultural perspectives are not always “comfortable bedfellows,” the discipline of anthropology is making strides toward understanding childhood as culturally diverse yet biologically based (Crittenden 2014; Meehan and Crittenden, forthcoming). Therefore, the evolutionary claims of an alternative life history must be tempered with the understanding that while the social parameters of childhood, along with concomitant roles and expectations, are indeed culturally malleable, they are firmly rooted in the life history of our species.

Lancy’s innovative approach to discussing the relationship between play and work cannot be understated. He aptly argues that “children at play are flying under the radar” with respect to demonstrating economic competence. The anthropological literature typically situates play in the context of either psychosocial development or economic productivity, rarely highlighting the dual nature of play and work (for exceptions, see Crittenden, forthcoming; Lancy 2012). Lancy’s declaration that “play and work are integrated not only thematically—as in make-believe—but practically” functions as a call to arms for ethnographers to explore the myriad ways in which children acquire the critical skills of their culture. By focusing on the variety of ways that children learn necessary economic skills, the significance of their contributions moves to the forefront of discussions on the relationship between the evolution of childhood and cooperative breeding. With this synthesis, Lancy adds to the increasing body of literature that not only incorporates a “child’s eye view” (Fouts and Brookshire 2009) of the world but also emphasizes the dual nature of juvenile contributions—as children are simultaneously both producers and consumers (Crittenden and Marlowe 2008; Kramer 2011). The cooperative breeding system is dynamic and flexible, and self-provisioning by children may have been a key component of the derived Homo complex. A view of cooperative care that identifies high levels of economic productivity among children provides a stimulating avenue for future research.

Marco Del Giudice
Department of Psychology, University of New Mexico, 2001 Redondo Drive NE, Albuquerque, New Mexico 87131, USA (marco@unm.edu).

Children’s Work as a Window into the Energetic, Reproductive, and Cognitive Trade-Offs of Human Life History: A Comment on Lancy

No theory of human evolution can hope to succeed without confronting the puzzle of our extended childhood. Lancy complements existing approaches with the thought-provoking argument that children function as a “reserve labor force” that can be activated in emergencies of various kinds. Lancy makes a compelling case that, as a rule, juveniles do not contribute to their full capacity to the family economy. He concludes by speculating that early recruitment into work may be part of an alternative life history trajectory associated with a shortened middle childhood stage and accelerated maturation/ reproduction.

While the hypothesis of an accelerated life history strategy is intriguing, the underlying logic is not made fully explicit in the article. In fact, unpacking the relevant assumptions suggests a number of plausible alternative predictions. As the human equivalent of juvenility, middle childhood is defined by the combination of (a) sexual immaturity and (b) partial independence from parents for feeding and protection (Bogin and Smith 1996). Early recruitment into work may accelerate the developmental processes that permit b without necessarily affecting a. By providing for family members while still sexually immature, children are subsidizing the survival, growth, and reproduction of other family members. At the same time, they may be storing energy reserves in view of their own
growth and reproduction. Whether the optimal strategy is to shorten childhood and anticipate puberty or to prolong childhood while serving as a labor force is likely to depend on a number of factors. For example, conditions of severe food scarcity in the absence of other mortality threats may favor prolonged, work-intensive childhoods; in contrast, events that imply high rates of uncontrollable mortality—wars, epidemics, and so forth—should be more likely to trigger earlier reproduction (see Ellis et al. 2009). Hazardous events also reduce the expected fitness benefit of investing in other family members (who may die regardless); in conditions of high mortality, then, children may curtail juvenility while using up a larger share of their returns for their own growth and maturation.

Regardless of mortality levels, the advantages of delaying maturity must be weighted against the fact that a larger and stronger body increases an individual’s effectiveness in foraging and other subsistence tasks (Gurven and Kaplan 2006). However, a larger body also consumes more energy; earlier maturation is only advantageous if the increased production more than offsets the associated increase in consumption. Whether this is the case is likely to depend on the local ecology, including the availability of low- and high-strength foraging options (Kramer 2011). Moreover, the physical changes of adolescence are energetically demanding and typically subsidized through provision by older family members (Reiches et al. 2009). When food is very scarce, the concentrated energetic demands of anticipated puberty may be too high to afford, even if adult levels of strength would result in a net benefit once achieved. In other words, children may end up “trapped” into a prolonged juvenility because physical maturation—even if beneficial in the long term—would divert too much energy from the immediate needs of their family.

Throughout the article, Lancy highlights potential trade-offs that may favor low-intensity helping in children who live under benign conditions; for example, early recruitment into work may compromise future health or limit the development of parenting and social skills. An embodied capital perspective (Kaplan et al. 2000) also suggests that intensive work early on may reduce an individual’s future efficiency in performing more complex subsistence tasks.

If such efficiency trade-offs were demonstrated, the question would arise of what neural and psychological processes mediate them. While the brain has (almost) reached adult size at the beginning of juvenility, synaptogenesis and white matter development proceeds with a sustained pace throughout adolescence. The remarkable cognitive changes of middle childhood include the rapid development and differentiation of executive functions, a family of cognitive processes that support self-regulation (see Del Giudice 2014). Importantly, executive functions include both inhibition (crucially implicated in self-control) and flexibility (i.e., the ability to switch between alternative sets of rules and cognitive frames).

An intriguing, admittedly speculative possibility is that a childhood of “all work and no play” may specifically compromise the development of cognitive and behavioral flexibility, with negative consequences on performance in complex tasks that require improvisation and creativity. This would be consistent with theories of play as self-initiated “training for the unexpected” (Špinka, Newberry, and Bekoff 2001). Normally, executive functions show a pattern of strong positive correlations with one another (Miyake and Friedman 2012). However, it is possible that, under severe conditions, early recruitment into work may elicit a partial trade-off between inhibitory self-control and flexibility. In total, the perspective on childhood offered by Lancy is especially valuable in that it stimulates novel and fascinating questions and opens a unique window into the energetic, reproductive, and cognitive trade-offs that shape the human life history.

David W. Lawson and Sophie Hedges
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The Costs and Benefits of Child Labor

Lancy provides an elegant and stimulating review of the plasticity and vulnerability of childhood in the anthropological and historical record. In this short comment, we ask how best this account can be extended and applied to the broader context of international development and current attempts to improve childhood experience. Specifically, what does (evolutionary) anthropology have to say about the rapid uptake of formal education in the developing world and the frequent conceptualization of child labor as a violation of the “right to childhood”? To answer these questions requires a rigorous consideration of the costs and benefits of children’s work, acknowledging that payoffs may vary between parents and children and that behaviors maximizing fitness are often distinct from those that maximize well-being.

Just as economic shocks in the form of subsistence failure or natural or political disasters can truncate behavioral childhood, economic development provides novel incentives to extend juvenile dependence and increase the allocation of children’s time to skill acquisition through schooling. Such shifts are generally understood to improve well-being via increased opportunities for capital generation on the adult labor market. They are also unlikely to be fitness maximizing in the evolutionary sense; in postdemographic transition societies, we now pursue levels of education incompatible with high fertility (Goodman, Koupil, and Lawson 2012). Thus, school presents a novel dimension of childhood detrimental to fitness but good for well-being and therefore to be celebrated, while children’s work, as a barrier to education, presents a cause for concern and potential grounds for policy intervention.
This account of the benefits of education and the dangers of child labor falters when faced with the reality of many predominantly rural nations in the contemporary developing world. Parents almost everywhere face considerable, well-intentioned external pressure to send children to school, usually necessitating reductions in children’s work, in an effort to meet internationally agreed targets for universal education. Yet for many, the quality of available schooling is dismal, journeys to school are long and hazardous, and adult labor opportunities remain primarily limited to subsistence agriculture. Furthermore, children’s work offers its own, potentially more valuable opportunities for skill acquisition and is often indispensable to the long-term maintenance of households. Schooling can be costly for both parent and child, and child labor can be beneficial.

In many regards, these cautionary points follow clearly from the scholarship on childhood outlined by Lancy. Indeed, anthropologists have long argued that our high fertility rates coevolved with the recruitment of children as “helpers at the nest” (Kramer 2011). Yet, as revealed by its absence in the target article, evolutionary anthropologists have been surprisingly muted on the topic of schooling as an axis of childhood of increasing importance (but see Bock 2002), reflecting a traditional disciplinary focus on questions most relevant to our evolutionary past rather than our ever-changing present (Gibson and Lawson 2015).

What then can evolutionary anthropology offer? Most obviously, it reinforces awareness that children’s work is often motivated by their best interests. Such awareness is not altogether absent in contemporary policy. Many differentiate and seek only to eliminate the “worst forms of child labor” (Edmonds 2007)—but such terminology unhelpfully stigmatizes children’s work, effectively implying that all child labor is to some degree “bad.” Furthermore, the extent to which children’s work is viewed as damaging is often defined by its interference with school attendance, failing to acknowledge that schooling itself may be traded against alternative dimensions of well-being. More nuanced thinking can lead to alternative policies that minimize trade-offs between school and children’s work most valuable to the household economy (e.g., scheduling school breaks during harvest time) and that steer us away from interventions more likely to exacerbate rather than relieve poverty (e.g., fines for poor school attendance).

Lancy discusses many situations of child labor that intuitively appear detrimental for both well-being and fitness. However, even in seemingly extreme scenarios (e.g., child prostitution or work in commercial mines), we must recognize that such activities may represent a “bearable choice” for parents and children with limited resources (Rende Taylor 2005). Child labor can only be deemed truly detrimental when alternative and more beneficial allocations of time and effort are (made) readily available. An evolutionary focus identifies at least two scenarios in which children may work against their own interests. First, when there is parent–offspring conflict, that is, when payoffs for parents and children differ, so that parents tolerate costs to individual children in the face of net rewards to inclusive fitness. Second, when there is adaptive lag, including that brought about by rapid economic development, so that preferences guiding behavior are out of sync with their anticipated consequences. Focusing future research on these areas promises a richer understanding of childhood that not only better reflects the realities of today’s world but also has the potential to critique and improve existing efforts to ensure the well-being of the people we study.
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A Historian’s Take on “Children as a Reserve Labor Force”

Children, even very young children, are far more capable and competent than many US middle-class parents assume. US history provides a wealth of examples of extremely young children who contributed substantially to their family’s well-being and support. These include 2-year-old Abraham Lincoln, who assisted his father in clearing fields after his family moved to Indiana, as well as the hundreds of thousands of enslaved children, who, as young as age 2, were expected to tote water to the fields, collect kindling, and swat flies at their masters’ dining table.

During the early nineteenth century, two developments, one economic, the other cultural, undercut an older notion of the useful child. Mechanization of the fabrication of cloth and clothing eliminated a chore that demanded hours of girls’ time. The gradual decline of farm households, which required the labor of all family members, increased the time available for children to devote to play and schooling. Meanwhile, jobs that during the early stages of the industrial revolution utilized large numbers of child laborers—especially in mills, factories, and mines—declined as technology took over responsibilities previously relegated to children. In the United States, the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938, which formally abolished most forms of child labor, helped to universalize the notion that labor was incompatible with a proper childhood.

At the same time, a shift in cultural attitudes convinced growing numbers of parents that expecting children to perform chores or to contribute to the familial economy was wrong-headed. Not only did young children lack the skills to perform household tasks effectively and regularly, but making such demands created undue familial tensions. In recent years, even school homework was increasingly viewed as detrimental to warm parent–child relationships.

A Romantic ideal of childhood, which arose in the late eighteenth century and celebrated this life stage as an innocent and carefree period that should be devoted to play and
education, regarded labor as a corrupting influence detrimental to children’s emotional and imaginative development. To require children to work was to treat them as chattel and not as beings possessing spiritual qualities. The middle-class Victorian notion of the family as a “walled garden” and emotional haven in a heartless world also militated against the idea that children should be expected to support the family economy. If the family was essentially an affective unit and if children were delicate, fragile creatures, then expecting children to devote their time to labor was immoral.

To be sure, few children were wholly free of familial responsibilities. The children of the poor and of immigrants, in particular, were expected to contribute either in the home or in a family business. Even within the middle class, very modest demands continued to be placed mainly on older children: to make their bed, pick up dirty clothes, and clear the breakfast or dinner table. Yet even these token demands were often met by passive or active resistance. In response, many parents in the early twentieth century instituted a bargain: compensating their children’s participation in household responsibilities with an allowance.

Ironically, the very unwillingness of most contemporary middle-class parents to involve very young children in household chores contributes to older children’s recalcitrance to perform household tasks. The prolongation of children’s financial dependence (now extended for many well into their 20s) and the absence of many ways for children to express their growing competence, apart from sports, may contribute to some of the most frequently decried aspects of contemporary middle-class childhood. These include the embrace of undesirable emblems of maturation (such as smoking), the difficulty many young people have in cutting the emotional umbilical cord with their parents and establishing a truly independent identity, and the prolonged time it takes for the young to define a career direction (Lancy 2011; Ochs and Izquierdo 2009).

In the United States, where the overwhelming majority of children now live in dual-worker or single-parent households and where churn in adult relationships has greatly increased, with spouses, partners, and lovers entering and exiting households at a significantly higher rate than in western Europe, the exclusion of children from household responsibilities appears to be declining. Increasingly, parents expect older children to supervise younger siblings, monitor their homework, and assist with cleaning, cooking, shopping, and other household tasks. These children are expected to exhibit the traits of maturity and responsibility from an early age.

At the same time, intensifying opposition to extended juvenilization has appeared among US children themselves, who seem increasingly dissatisfied with the roles they have been assigned as full-time students and recipients of a commercial culture. Young people themselves crave a more useful, active, and meaningful role than can be found in teacher-centric schools, in consumerism, or in the largely passive consumption of popular culture.

It may well be that the useless child will prove to be an anomaly in the ongoing history of childhood.

Alice Schlegel
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This article brings a much-needed perspective to the question of children’s attainment of skills and use of these skills in labor. Lancy proposes that during the long period of time that characterizes human childhood, children in traditional cultures learn survival skills to the extent that by adolescence, if not earlier, they are nutritionally self-sufficient. This counters a long-held belief that children, at least those in late childhood and adolescence, are dependent on adults for survival. By late childhood or adolescence, they are quite competent.

Competence, however, is not excellence. A !Kung boy may kill his first large game at age 15–18, but it can take 10 years before a man is a highly productive hunter (Shostak 1981:84), the kind of son-in-law the parents of marriageable girls are looking for. Social adolescence is a time when young people in traditional societies are moving closer to their future as adults and preparing for that time by expanding their vocational and social skills (Schlegel and Barry 1991).

In traditional societies, children’s domestic and vocational skills are utilized by the family or are farmed out to other families as helpers or apprentices. Sequestration in school was rare and mainly for those in literate cultures whose later occupations required book knowledge. Even where schooling took up part of the day, children were often employed in the family farm or shop or as apprentices in various enterprises. This still occurs in family-run enterprises in modern industrial societies. Some modern nations, like the German-speaking countries of Europe, have regulated apprenticeship systems for adolescents in both job shops and large factories. Up to two-thirds of middle and older adolescents are in apprenticeships.

Adolescent peer groups have been employed for community labor in many societies, and this labor, when given tangible reward or at least community recognition, was for the most part enjoyed by the participants (Schlegel and Barry 1991). Solitary work, however, was often seen as drudgery and could be a source of conflict, as solitary corn grinding could be for Hopi girls (Schlegel 1973). In contrast, when two or more girls formed a corn-grinding “parter,” they chatted and sang corn-grinding songs together.

A difficulty in this kind of research, as Lancy points out, is determining chronological age, because in nonliterate societies or communities, the transition from social childhood to social adolescence usually depends on level of physical development. Biological adolescence is variable across cultures, and whether social adolescence tracks biological adolescence or begins earlier or later also varies (Schlegel and Barry 1991:}
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34–35). Age 15 is a reasonable chronological cut-off age in a cross-cultural study for the social transition from childhood to adolescence, although in modern cultures it is several years earlier. (In modern Western cultures, this age would be considered middle adolescence.)

An important point of this article is that vocationally skilled children provide a reserve labor force that can be exploited by their families or others, to the detriment of children’s learning and health. However, there can be benefits to employing skills that contribute to family or community welfare. Learning to assess a task, plan for it, and persevere until it is completed contributes to self-regulation (Schlegel 2015). Cooperative children and adolescents gain the approval of adults, who can help them now and in the future. Contributing to family income makes children an economic asset to the family and may increase their value and the respect they are accorded. When groups of children or adolescents contribute to community welfare through community labor and are recognized for their contribution (Schlegel and Barry 1991), they become integrated into community life. Older children and adolescents benefit from working alongside adults on tasks and projects, in that they learn social skills by doing and observing and friendly adults can be an important social resource (for adolescents; see Schlegel 2011).

Work, the application of skills acquired through observation, practice, and play, has been an accepted part of children’s lives for most people in most societies until about the mid-twentieth century, and it still is for most children in developing societies. When balanced by adequate time for play, rest, and, today, schooling and when children are rewarded with recognition for their efforts, work contributes to children’s well-being. It increases their value to the family, their social integration into the community, and their self-esteem, as they see themselves as respected contributors to the groups important to them. It is the use of children as a reserve labor pool, as Lancy demonstrates, that causes harm. Sadly, this is sometimes necessary for self- or family survival.

Continuing the culturalist approach, Lancy takes his ethnographic examples from area files and an extensive bibliographic corpus, favoring elements related to a series of activities grouped under the concept of “work.” Although no comparative anthropological perspective of this all-encompassing concept is proposed, the author includes in his definition of work tasks performed in the domestic sphere and productive livelihood activities such as those illustrated in the figures. Finally, although very detailed, the examples chosen rarely refer to the cash economy or, more broadly, to the global (cultural, social, economic, political) context of the societies discussed.

The author first reviews the links between biology and culture (“A Biocultural Perspective on Childhood”). He recalls the important disposition of the child to learn and to return what he or she learns from adults and other children. Conforming to the canons of developmental psychology, the author distinguishes different ages (early childhood, middle childhood, childhood), each marked by complementary acquisitions until the age of 15, the age at which one can no longer, according to the author, be considered a child.

Having established these biological markers, Lancy returns to the length of the process allowing the child to acquire the means of self-survival (“The Extended Period of Juvenility and Learning to Make a Living”). Unlike most animals, small hominids have considerable time to learn. In other words, the dependence in which they are vis-à-vis adults promotes learning and thus, ultimately, the reproduction of the group as a species. In this regard, Lancy speaks of “juvenability,” a concept that requires more attention.

These considerations lead to discussion of the relationship between play and work in “traditional” societies, allowing it to reaffirm the importance of play in child development (“Children as Players and Helpers”). Following anthropologists, Lancy recalls that the distinction between the two concepts is clearly established in Western societies. In other societies, the child learns how to work and, when playing, is gradually involved in the activities of adults.

Analysis of the terms of the passage between help and work allows Lancy to return to a theme that is dear to the author but not explicitly mentioned: agency (“The Shift from Helping to Working”). In fact, the injunction of adults does not fully explain why a child is put to work. This is also due to repeated requests from the child who wants to participate in adult activities. The desire to learn is replaced by the child’s desire to return the knowledge and skills acquired and to participate in the lives of adults by working.

When society meets accidents (wars, droughts, migration, etc.), the child is put to work (“Activating the Reserve Labor Force”). In the course of history, Western societies have promoted child labor in plantations, mines, and factories. One can also wonder if the “exploitation” of the child did not contribute to the emergence of children’s rights in these societies. Today, in countries whose economies are based on a few agricultural export crops, it is notable that the timing of school holidays is in harmony with the harvesting of the crop, as
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The “position text” of David Lancy, internationally recognized expert in the anthropology of childhood and children, is on the recurring but still problematic theme of children as a reserve labor force. It includes six sections, four figures, seven footnotes, and approximately 150 references. The analysis is mainly based on secondhand ethnographic and, to a lesser extent, historical data, mostly from “traditional” societies worldwide, that is, those living on agriculture, farming, hunting, fishing, and gathering.
is the case in Ecuador (bananas, sugar, cocoa) and Guatemala (coffee, cardamom).

The implications of work on children, and more generally on their life cycle, are not negligible ("The Costs of Shortened Childhood"). According to Lancy, not only does work deprive children of play, which shortens their childhood, but it also bridles the development of their sexual and symbolic imagery during adolescence. Thus flouted, children become "premature adults." These considerations lead the author to want to enlarge the notion of childhood, without a clear proposal for doing so.

Finally, the text opens up many avenues for further thought and development. Here, one wonders whether it is possible to establish distinctions between learning, work, play, exploitation, or participation in different societies and eras (Nieuwenhuys 1994; de Suremain 2000; Schlemmer 2000). There is also the issue of parental, kinship group, or community expectations (Guidetti, Lallemand, and Morel 1997), as well as the reproductive projects of society (Godelier 2004) and their impact on the "treatment" of the child (Bonnet, Rollet-Échallier, and de Suremain 2012; Ségalen 2010): Are the children of the societies mentioned by Lancy treated less favorably than those in our own? Is it necessary for their own superior interests to hold the child away from the worst forms of exploitation as well as family labor practices?

**Akira Takada**
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In this excellent article, based on diverse ethnographic material, Lancy proposes what he calls the "children as chattel" hypothesis (i.e., the hypothesis that children can serve as a reserve labor force), which explains a number of phenomena that are not obviously related as well as some that are seemingly contradictory. This enables us to establish a link between divergent perspectives on human childhood, particularly those that are biological and cultural, and thereby makes an important contribution to the anthropology of childhood, a rapidly growing subfield of anthropology in which Lancy is one of the leading scholars. In my opinion, Lancy's integrated approach has yet to receive the recognition that it merits. What follows is my account of the ongoing debate on these concepts, which may be of help in further elaborating Lancy's hypothesis and promoting discussion.

As Lancy showed in this article (see also Lancy 2014b: 254–292), there has been active debate on the relationship between labor and play among children. To enable comparison of the numerous ethnographic materials, some of which are referred to in the article, I prefer to reexamine these concepts in a more analytical fashion. Therefore, I set two criteria, namely, whether the surrounding people regard the focal activity of the children as obligatory and whether the children are required to provide immediate contribution to the unit of production and consumption (e.g., family or extended family) by engaging in the focal activity. By combining these two criteria, we can propose four categories that classify the activity. For example, most activities practiced by !Kung (also known as Ju/'hoan) children, including mimicking of hunting and occasional participation in trips to gather mongongo (Schinziophyton rautanenii) nuts, were regarded as nonobligatory, and the children were not required to make any immediate contribution to the household economy (Marshall 1976:313–362; Draper 1976). Most of the activities that are considered play would fall into this category. It should be noted that the category to which the actual activity is assigned can vary depending on the context of the given society. As reported by Draper and Cashdan (1988), under rapid social change, the period of dependency and freedom from responsibility was drastically shortened for !Kung children ("Activating the Reserve Labor Force"). Consequently, their activities shifted to more practical ones, which can be characterized as obligatory and making a substantial contribution to the household economy. One of the strong points of the children as chattel hypothesis is that it allows us to not only account for a variety of activities in which children across cultures engage but also illuminates the underlying structure that may support and transform the significance of the activity.

Lancy's article reacknowledges that the features of childhood are inseparable from those of the given society. Different societies may provide different necessities and opportunities for the children. In this respect, the relationship between childhood and society is more complex than has been assumed in previous studies. For example, it has frequently been accepted that parents in agricultural and pastoral societies actively involve children in subsistence activities and utilize them as workers earlier than do parents in hunter-gatherer societies. However, a systematic survey of children's contributions to subsistence across a range of societies revealed that children's work effort varied with factors other than whether a child was a forager, agriculturalist, or pastoralist (Kramer and Greaves 2011; "The Extended Period of Juvenility and Learning to Make a Living"). Such findings suggest that the assumption that ecology and subsistence patterns determine the patterns of child care and children's activities should be reconsidered (Takada 2005, 2015). Each society has developed a set of norms with respect to child care and children's activities. It is this institutional aspect of the society that provides the framework regarding what is and is not obligatory for the children and subsequently affords the necessity and opportunity that lead the people around the children to utilize them as a reserve labor force.

Hence, to better understand the organization of child care and children's activities, we should further analyze from an integrated perspective the interplay between the ecology and subsistence patterns, the formation of social institutions, and the practices of face-to-face interactions. Such analysis will
enable us to explore several issues not included in Lancy’s article. For example, how is consensus to restrict or prohibit child labor achieved, even in situations where child labor may bring a considerable profit for people surrounding the children? What determines why some children are involved in a certain activity while others are excluded within the same society? That is, what generates and reproduces the social stratification of children within a society? Considering that childhood provides one of the most promising avenues to investigate human sociality, Lancy’s article illuminates a promising path to direct future research.

Reply

Bernstein takes me to task for failing to acknowledge that the development of skill and proficiency continues throughout the life span and certainly through the teens. I chose to focus on the half-full glass of child competence rather than the half-empty glass of relatively low productivity. I would argue, however, that at any age an individual can ratchet up productivity in response to need. However, the ratchet effect or elasticity is probably much more substantial for children in middle childhood than earlier in the life span—a point made by Bjorklund.

Bernstein also identifies a critical point, which I have not dealt with adequately, namely, the very different trajectories of girls and boys. She focuses on the sociosexual forces that aim these trajectories, whereas I have focused almost exclusively on the different trajectories engendered by different subsistence patterns and the nature of the domestic labor force.

Another important contextualizing factor—noted by Crittenden—is that variability in the nature of subsistence (i.e., access to and ease of harvesting resources) may severely limit a child’s ability to increase output. This gulf appears to be particularly wide for Hadza versus !Kung child foragers, where the former can be much more productive at an earlier age. Another related factor must be the length and steepness of the learning curve. Some forms of food acquisition require great skill (honey collection), strength (bow-hunting), or dexterity. Additionally, I think the data is bound to be noisy as it is hard to separate out the child’s productivity during unguided, unsupervised “helping” and their productivity in involuntary chore assignments (Stieglitz et al. 2013). Both the Aka and the !Kung are noted for exempting children from making any substantial contributions toward provisioning themselves and others, and yet cases are reported in both societies of voluntary self-provisioning (Boyette 2013; Howell 2010). Children are endowed with powerful drives—to become competent, to fit in, and to cooperate—that may lead them to contribute beyond any implicit expectations of the family (see de Suremain’s comment).

I am grateful to Del Giudice for appropriately complicating my argument. Basically, I throw the precocious productivity phenomenon into the same basket as accelerated life history. The chronic stress and insecurity that may trigger a shift to a “fast track” life history (Schlegel 2013) may exist independently from any resource or labor shortage. And, of course, the child’s dramatically increased contribution to family needs may strengthen family ties and support a continuation of the “slow track” trajectory. Middle childhood may be the critical period during which maturing cognitive processes enable the child to make a finer calculation of the trade-offs in life history decisions (Del Giudice and Belsky 2011).

I appreciate Lawson and Hedges bringing up an important issue that space constraints prevented me from addressing. And that is the other side of the elasticity coin, so to speak, where plentiful resources may lead to a considerable delay in the child’s assumption of tasks (not limited to food acquisition) that support the household. Indeed, in WEIRD society (Henrich, Heine, and Norenzayan 2010), there is growing evidence that privileged children may remain in a state of complete material dependency well into young adulthood (Lancy 2014:71–73). I quite agree with and applaud Lawson and Hedges’ point that the international condemnation of child work and valorization of schooling is misguided and poorly validated. I would encourage the reading of Susan Shepler’s brilliant study of the “rehabilitation” of former child soldiers in Sierra Leone. She says,

Look at the irony of the situation: the lack of opportunities for young people and the inherent structural violence of the education system lead to “a crisis of youth” that leads to war. The proposed solution is to continue with the flawed ideologies of Western schooling and heal the young combatants with the almost magical application of education. Education has become the default solution for any problem of youth in the liberal Western framework. (Shepler 2014:96)

My first reaction to Mintz’s wonderful commentary is that historians have even cooler anecdotes (2-year-old Lincoln at work on the farm) than anthropologists. More seriously, Mintz’s argument regarding the decline of child labor in the West can be usefully juxtaposed with Lawson and Hedges’ main point. That is, all other things being equal, children’s work is facilitated—even required—by the dictates of broad structural processes. Condemning child labor without considering its “roots” and absent the broad cultural changes that facilitate a decline in child labor, which Mintz describes, may do more harm than good.

Mintz also makes a more speculative but compelling argument that by purifying children’s lives of the contaminating effects of work, we may have robbed them of very important developmental opportunities. For example, the very notion of “doing chores” implies doing them competently or incompetently, dependably or not, having a real and
positive impact on other family members or not, and so on. Somehow these sorts of challenges and goals seem more real and developmentally significant than those afforded by playing a sport. Schlegel makes a similar point: “Learning to assess a task, plan for it, and persevere until it is completed contributes to self-regulation.”

Schlegel also introduces a critical topic that is missing from the target article. I am referring to her discussion highlighting “good” chores versus “bad” chores. That is, we tend to either condemn children’s work out of hand or acknowledge its value to the family and the children themselves. But not all chores are created equal. Some jobs are not welcomed because, as Schlegel notes, they must be done in the absence of others. Other chores such as herding may involve long-distance travel and exposure to privation and danger. Some are unattractive because the work is repetitive, tiring, and lacking in opportunities to expand or improve one’s skill set (Bock 2002).

As de Suremain correctly notes, my gaze is largely retrospective. But the reserve labor force phenomenon is very evident in contemporary societies. Social issues like child-headed households; street children; parents encouraging their offspring to become sex workers, street sellers, and poorly paid laborers; and the increased circulation of children to make the most of their labor all arise from the need or desire of the impoverished family to turn a debit into an asset. But the reserve labor force phenomenon is very lacking in opportunities to expand or improve one’s skill set. (Bock 2002).

As de Suremain correctly notes, my gaze is largely retrospective. But the reserve labor force phenomenon is very evident in contemporary societies. Social issues like child-headed households; street children; parents encouraging their offspring to become sex workers, street sellers, and poorly paid laborers; and the increased circulation of children to make the most of their labor all arise from the need or desire of the impoverished family to turn a debit into an asset (Lancy 2014:378–385). de Suremain also calls attention to the complex ethical and moral quandary created by the employment of children—domestically or at a distance. But my position is that the “call-up” of children from their reserve position implies a temporary or at least contingent set of circumstances (Stiegitz et al. 2013) that is not the normal state of affairs. The default status of children as workers is that they exercise agency in what they choose to learn, whether through emulation or play, and that they are able to learn at their own pace without the oppressive effects of teaching: “Children did not evolve to sit quietly at desks in age-segregated classrooms being instructed by unrelated and unfamiliar adults” (Bjorklund 2007b:120). They also exercise considerable autonomy in deciding how to employ their newly acquired capabilities and for whose benefit.

Takada contributes two critical ideas to this discussion, one analytical, the other empirical. He goes beyond identifying critical variables that define the nature of children’s work to speculating on how these variables interact to create four possible states or classifications. To take just one important but understudied interaction, there is the multivariate equation that includes the child’s age and general competence (a 2-year-old is unlikely to be tapped for sib-care, boys less likely than girls), whether the child is performing the task voluntarily or under some compunction (which influences perceived value, motivation, and affect), and the composition of the domestic workforce, which, if inadequate or strained, may lead to more work and less play (or schooling) for some members (girls conscripted before boys).

The empirical program that Takada calls for is the investigation of broader social forces such as “how consensus to restrict or prohibit child labor is achieved.” Mintz provides a response to the question from history, but there is a growing corpus of comparative and long-term anthropological research—mostly in Mexico and Central America—that seems to suggest a tipping point. That is, in relatively unaculturated, unschooled peasant communities, children’s domestic work is still highly valued and expected even as children attend school. At the same time, when members of those communities migrate to more sophisticated urban centers and are exposed, over several generations, to more extensive formal education, they no longer expect their children to “help out” or do chores. Domestic work is replaced with schooling, leisure, and extracurricular activity (Alcalá et al. 2014; Rogoff, Correa-Chávez, and Cotuć 2005).

—David F. Lancy
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